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Testimonials for Mindful Communication: Foundations 
 

"The combination of mindfulness and communication skills in this class 

has dramatically shifted how I engage in conversation. It's had an 

enormous impact on my life, both personally and professionally.”—

 Dr. Patricia L. Huertas, M.D. 

 

“Oren is a master teacher and facilitator. This class will teach you how 

to manage conflict, embody empathy, and connect with what really 

matters in every situation.” — Joshua Berkowitz, Mindfulness Instructor 
 

 

"This training has been extremely valuable in both my professional and 

personal interactions... I can't recommend this course enough." 

— Dr. Michael Aanavi, PhD, Lac 

 

 

“This class has brought me closer to my family and friends than any 

other life event. I see the world as a more beautiful place now.” 

— Laura W., Middle School Teacher, Oakland, CA 

 
 

Some Additional Testimonials 

“Take this class. It will provide you with tools to break patterns and communicate in a way that will 

enhance all of your relationships.” 

“Oren has a deep experience and understanding of NVC with the flexibility to apply it to each 

person practice. I’ve been impressed to notice how he meets each student where they are and finds 

the heart of the situation.” — Nancy, Horticulturalist, Berkeley CA 

“Oren is well-organized… and leads the class in a way that is useful for people of all ages and 

different skill sets. I truly believe that this class could have saved most of my past relationships. 

[Since taking it]… I am opening the door to creating the level of connection and communication I 

have sought my whole life.” — Liz Walton, Yoga Instructor 

“I deeply appreciate the depth of insight, clarity, honesty and compassion that I experienced in this 

class. The integration with meditation and embodiment helped me connect to the NVC practice at a 

depth that I hadn’t experienced before.” — Helen Kwon, Development Coordinator 

“After this workshop, I feel a greater sense of trust and connection with myself and others. I feel 

like I know better how to approach the world with my full self.” — Patrick S., Therapist 
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